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What factors into Sox signing Machado, Harper? 
By Scott Merkin  / MLB.com / November 5, 2018 
 
 
CHICAGO -- With one word in his Monday morning column on MLB.com from the General Managers 
Meetings in Carlsbad, Calif., Jon Paul Morosi sent White Sox fandom into a frenzy. 
 
That word was "both," as in the White Sox perhaps could be in a position to add "both" infielder Manny 
Machado and outfielder Bryce Harper via free agency this offseason. Morosi followed that line with the 
caveat, "there's no guarantee they will land either," but White Sox fans already were gone. 
 
Jon Morosi 

✔ 

@jonmorosi 
 #WhiteSox interested in *both* Manny Machado and Bryce Harper, source confirms, although it’s too 
early to know how realistic it is for them to sign either. #WhiteSox have second lowest current 2019 
payroll commitment of any @MLB team. Story: https://www.mlb.com/news/manny-machado-bryce-
harper-markets-take-shape/c-300231462 … @MLBNetwork 
 
Manny Machado, Bryce Harper markets take shape 
CARLSBAD, Calif. -- After months (if not years) of speculation, the baseball industry this week will begin 
answering a momentous two-part question. Which teams will seriously pursue free agents Bryce... 
 
Future lineups were being constructed with Machado and Harper. Parade routes were being discussed. 
Days off were being requested for late October, starting in 2020. 
 
It's part of the Hot Stove beauty, when the seemingly impossible becomes believable. But let's take a 
deeper look into White Sox interest in these 26-year-old superstars. 
 



Would the White Sox really sign both Harper and Machado? 
General manager Rick Hahn bristles when people turn to what the White Sox haven't done in the past, 
quickly pointing out the ongoing rebuild and the addition of outfielder Luis Robert via the international 
market as changes against that perceived norm in the present. Jose Abreu's original $68 million deal 
(over six years) still stands as the richest one in franchise history, and even if the White Sox have offered 
more in other failed pursuits, it seems unlikely the organization will commit potentially $30 million per 
season over eight to 10 years to two players. 
 
They certainly have the payroll flexibility to do so, with Cot's Contracts projecting them at $54,425,000 for 
2019 and below $10 million in each of the three seasons to follow. Adding Machado and Harper would 
theoretically push the '19 payroll over $120 million but certainly wouldn't be the finishing move for the 
rebuild. It would give the White Sox even greater flexibility to package prospects to fill other voids with 
veterans. 
 
Should the White Sox be in on both? 
Absolutely. Adding either Machado or Harper makes perfect sense for the White Sox at this point of the 
rebuild. Take the Cubs' rebuild as an example: Jon Lester coming to the North Side prior to the 2015 
season did not finish off the process, but it gave instant credibility to what the Cubs were doing, and the 
Cubs earned a Wild Card berth that year. The same feeling would manifest this offseason for the White 
Sox. 
 
Does Machado and/or Harper want to come to the White Sox? 
Here is the $350 million (or maybe even more) question. These top-level free agents enter the process 
knowing the team or teams they want to play for. Clubs outside that group can move their way into the 
mix via money and pushing the team's plusses. But in some cases, players rule out particular 
destinations. 
 
Why would Machado and/or Harper want to join the White Sox? 
These players could be sold on two major points, assuming the White Sox made an offer commensurate 
or even above other teams. Machado and/or Harper would have to truly believe in the young talent 
amassed by the White Sox translating into multiple future World Series contenders and understand they 
immediately become the face of that rebuild in one of the top three markets in the country. Chicago is an 
impressive city to add to the mix if you can overlook the unending road construction. 
 
Does adding one of these two mean instant contention? 
Michael Kopech's Tommy John surgery knocking him out for 2019 sets the White Sox back a bit. But in 
the American League Central, with all but the Tribe rebuilding, it's possible for the right moves to push the 
White Sox from 100 losses in '18 to competitive. 
 
Who would you pursue? 
I'd go after Harper first. Think of an outfield with Eloy Jimenez, Robert and Harper left to right, and an 
infield of Yoan Moncada, Tim Anderson, Nick Madrigal and let's say Abreu third to first, with Zack Collins 
at catcher. Not a bad group to hit the diamond. 
 
Do the White Sox have other needs this offseason? 
Hahn plays things close to the vest, but he has stated on a couple of occasions the need for pitching, 
both starting and relief. Again, it's important to stress this offseason doesn't signal the end of the rebuild -- 
it's closer to the beginning. But bringing on Machado or Harper could speed things up exponentially. 

 
10 named to Today's Game Era ballot for Hall 
By Daniel Kramer / MLB.com / November 5, 2018 
 
The Today's Game Era ballot for the National Baseball Hall of Fame was revealed Monday, comprised of 
a combination of 10 players, managers and an owner who will receive consideration to be enshrined in 
baseball's most historic and distinguished place in history. 
 



Harold Baines, Albert Belle, Joe Carter, Will Clark, Orel Hershiser, Davey Johnson, Charlie Manuel, Lou 
Piniella, Lee Smith and George Steinbrenner are those receiving consideration for the class of 2019. 
Baines, Belle, Carter, Clark, Hershiser and Smith are included for their contributions as players, while 
Johnson, Manuel and Piniella are included for their roles as managers. Steinbrenner, who is the only 
candidate that is no longer living, is nominated for his role as former Yankees owner. 
 
Voting for the Today's Game Era Committee will take place on Dec. 9 at the Winter Meetings in Las 
Vegas. A 16-member Hall of Fame Board-appointed electorate charged with the review of the Today's 
Game Era ballot will be announced later this fall. 
 
The Today's Game Era is one of four Eras Committees -- along with Modern Baseball, Golden Days and 
Early Baseball -- that provide an avenue outside voting by the Baseball Writers' Association of America 
for Hall of Fame consideration to managers, umpires and executives, as well as players retired for more 
than 15 seasons. Specifically, the Today's Game Committee encompasses candidates who made the 
most indelible contributions to baseball from 1988 to the present. 
 
The Today's Game ballot, along with Modern Baseball, are considered twice over every five-year period. 
The last electees from the Today's Game ballot were John Schuerholz, the architect of the '90s Braves, 
and Bud Selig, the former MLB Commissioner and Brewers owner, in 2016. 
 
The finalists revealed Monday were selected by the Historical Overview Committee, which is appointed by 
the BBWAA. Veteran historians took part in determining this year's ballot, including Bob Elliott of the 
Toronto Sun, Jim Henneman, formerly of the Baltimore Sun, Rick Hummel of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 
Steve Hirdt of the Elias Sports Bureau, Bill Madden, formerly of the New York Daily News, Jack O'Connell 
of the BBWAA, Jim Reeves, formerly of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Tracy Ringolsby of Baseball 
America, Glenn Schwarz, formerly of the San Francisco Chronicle, Dave van Dyck of the Chicago Tribune 
and Mark Whicker of the Los Angeles News Group. 

 
What we might learn about the White Sox offseason this week 
By Vinnie Duber / NBC Sports Chicago / November 5, 2018 
 
CARLSBAD, Calif. — Baseball’s general managers are gathering this week in Southern California for 
their annual meetings. And while the early stage of free agency and the still-to-come baseball circus that 
is the Winter Meetings makes this get together more low-key in terms of transactions, there’s still much to 
learn about the course of teams’ offseason plans. 
 
So what can we expect to learn about the intentions of White Sox general manager Rick Hahn and his 
front office? Maybe some of the following. 
 
What kind of pitching do the White Sox want to add? 
 
The White Sox have some clearly stated goals this winter, and they all fall into the category of adding 
pitching. That’s a tad vague, though it’s perhaps because it’s rather all-encompassing. 
 
The team has two holes to fill in it’s starting rotation with Michael Kopech slated to miss the entire 2019 
campaign while recovering from Tommy John surgery and James Shields now on the free-agent market 
after his option was not picked up. And so starting pitching is on the White Sox wish list. 
 
But in what fashion, exactly? The White Sox have options, and the most attractive could be the prospect 
of a homegrown rotation in 2020 made up of Kopech, Carlos Rodon, Lucas Giolito, Reynaldo Lopez and 
Dylan Cease. The first four have already hit the bigs, while Cease might be on a similar track to Kopech, 
who made his big league debut at the end of August. 
 
If that’s the route the White Sox want to go, this offseason’s acquisitions could simply be one-year fill-ins, 
guys to help solidify a rotation that led baseball in walks last season but also to potentially garner 
midseason trade interest. 



 
But Hahn has created so much flexibility that the White Sox could opt for a bigger name with a bigger 
contract, a guy who could be an anchor of sorts over the next few years while the team transitions from 
rebuilding to contending and could provide a safety net should one of the young, homegrown arms 
stumble in their development. Hahn has said the White Sox will be opportunistic when it comes to players 
who might not be obvious needs but could benefit the team in the long term. A bigger-name starting 
pitcher could fall into that category. 
 
How do the White Sox view their relief pitching? 
 
If the postseason taught us anything, it’s the importance of a strong bullpen. While the World Series 
champion Red Sox peppered starting pitchers into their relief corps, the Brewers came a win away from 
playing for the title while relying almost exclusively on their bullpen. 
 
In addition to hearing Hahn’s thoughts on that in general, it will be interesting to hear what he thinks of his 
team’s group of young relief arms. The end of last season brought a host of call ups, guys who could 
figure into a bullpen of the future. Are Ian Hamilton, Ryan Burr, Caleb Frare and Jace Fry he kinds of 
guys who can play the kind of big postseason roles we saw on display in October? 
 
And what about starting pitchers moving to a bullpen role? Perhaps no player was more valuable for the 
aforementioned Brewers than Josh Hader, a reliever who could eat up multiple innings and appeared in 
numerous playoff games. Would a power arm like Kopech’s be more valuable in that kind of a role? 
 
Where will Yoan Moncada be playing next season? 
 
The Moncada-switching-positions train seems to be gaining steam, and the White Sox everyday second 
baseman might soon be the White Sox everyday something else. 
 
Hahn said before the end of the 2018 campaign that if the White Sox did want Moncada to play 
somewhere else in 2019 (and beyond) that they would make that switch sooner rather than later. Is that 
switch coming? 
 
If Moncada is going to move positions, it would figure to be more because of what’s coming than anything 
Moncada did in 2018. Nick Madrigal was the team’s first-round pick in June, and the “best all-around 
player in college baseball” could be making a rapid trip through the system after playing at three different 
levels in just a few months of pro ball. Madrigal’s defensive prowess in the middle of the infield could have 
the White Sox wanting  to clear a spot, particularly Moncada’s. 
 
Third base would seem the likely destination for Moncada — and the versatile Yolmer Sanchez could 
slide to second base in the short term — but we’ll see what ends up happening. 
 
Is a really big move coming? 
 
White Sox fans have been dreaming of a monster addition heading into this offseason, and with a couple 
monster names out there, it seems like as good a time as any to wonder if they’d land on the South Side. 
 
At least one national writer suggested the White Sox could be a potential landing spot for one of or both 
of the two players expected to command some of the biggest paydays in baseball history for the sole 
reason that they have very few long-term financial commitments. 
 
But having money to spend doesn’t mean it get spent. Not only would there have to be mutual interest 
between the White Sox and Bryce Harper/Manny Machado — a potentially tough thing to find with the 
White Sox still a bit away from contention — but they’d have to outbid baseball’s biggest spenders. 
 



The White Sox would still figure to be longshots for either superstar, but Hahn has talked about being 
opportunistic. We’ll see if he feels the same way with some potentially big opportunities coming this 
winter. 
 
How go the injury recoveries? 
 
Zack Burdi, the top relief-pitching prospect in the White Sox system, made news last week when he was 
shut down in the Arizona Fall League. Still on the mend from Tommy John surgery in 2017, Burdi is 
expected to be ready to go for spring training. But the stream of injury news involving the organization’s 
high-rated prospects never seems to stop. 
 
In addition to Kopech’s Tommy John surgery, last season saw significant injuries to Luis Robert, Alec 
Hansen, Dane Dunning, Jake Burger and Micker Adolfo, a large enough group to question whether the 
timeline of the rebuilding effort — which at this time last year appeared ahead of schedule — has shifted. 
 
While that’s a hard thing to definitely answer in November 2018, updated on all these recovering players 
will be important to hear. 

 
Morosi: White Sox interested in both Manny Machado and Bryce Harper 
By Cam Ellis / NBC Sports Chicago / November 5, 2018 
 
The GM meetings aren't typically known for being exciting or really that useful at all, but every once in a 
while, we'll get a spicy new rumor from it.  
 
This year's first? Jon Morosi of MLB Network and Fox got the South Side of Chicago all worked up over 
this tweet:  
 
Jon Morosi 

✔ 

@jonmorosi 
 #WhiteSox interested in *both* Manny Machado and Bryce Harper, source confirms, although it’s too 
early to know how realistic it is for them to sign either. #WhiteSox have second lowest current 2019 
payroll commitment of any @MLB team. Story: https://www.mlb.com/news/manny-machado-bryce-
harper-markets-take-shape/c-300231462 … @MLBNetwork 
 
Manny Machado, Bryce Harper markets take shape 
CARLSBAD, Calif. -- After months (if not years) of speculation, the baseball industry this week will begin 
answering a momentous two-part question. Which teams will seriously pursue free agents Bryce... 
 
The Machado-to-the-White-Sox rumor isn't particularly groundbreaking, or even a stretch of the 
imagination. The Sox have the money and a serious positional need. In 2018, White Sox shortstops 
ranked 17th in WAR (2.1), 19th in wRC+ (88), 20th in wOBA (.298) and dead last in K/BB (0.21). Four 
stats don't tell the whole story, but it's pretty evident just how little offensive production they got from the 
shortstop position last season.  
 
Bryce Harper to the White Sox? That ain't it.  
 
Speculation sure is fun though! 

 
Making the Hall of Fame case for Albert Belle and Harold Baines 
By Chris Kamka / NBC Sports Chicago / November 5, 2018 
 
The 2019 Today’s Game Era Ballot was announced today. The Today’s Game Era Committee will review 
and vote on this list on Dec. 9 at the Winter Meetings in Las Vegas. 
 



The list is comprised of 10 names, including a pair of former White Sox – Harold Baines and Albert Belle. 
The others are Joe Carter, Will Clark, Orel Hershiser, Davey Johnson, Charlie Manuel, Lou Piniella, Lee 
Smith and George Steinbrenner. 
 
Let’s take a moment to look at the Hall of Fame case for both former White Sox players. 
 
Harold Baines 
 
Baines was selected first overall in the 1977 MLB Draft. At the time of the pick, then-owner Bill Veeck 
said, “I saw him play in Little League, and he impressed me even then.” 
 
Baines made his MLB debut on Opening Day 1980. By 1982 he had his first 20-HR, 100-RBI season (and 
some down-ballot MVP votes). In 1984 he led the AL in slugging. In 1985 he earned the first of his six All-
Star selections. In 1989 he won a Silver Slugger award.  
 
Baines compiled 11 seasons of at least 20 home runs and three seasons of at least 100 RBI. He retired 
with 2,866 hits, 488 doubles, 384 home runs and 1,628 RBI, but keep in mind he lost a chunk of games to 
both the 1981 and 1994 work stoppages. That may have cost Baines a shot at 3,000 hits, 500 doubles 
and 400 home runs. All milestones that may have made a difference with voters. 
 
Harold was strong in the rate stats as well. 
 
He had a career wRC+ of 119, which is the same as Dale Murphy and Derek Jeter.  
 
His .289 career batting average was better than Eddie Murray (.287) or David Ortiz (.286). 
 
His .356 career on-base percentage was better than Reggie Jackson (.3556 to Baines’ .3557) or Ichiro 
(.355). 
 
His .465 career slugging percentage was better than Cal Ripken (.447) or Carlton Fisk (.457). 
 
The White Sox retired his No. 3 in 1989 and put up a statue in his honor in 2008. 
 
Albert Belle 
 
Belle was one of the most fearsome sluggers of the 1990s. He was fourth in the majors in home runs 
during that decade (351); first in RBI (1,099). Albert led the AL in home runs in 1995 (50), led the AL in 
RBI three times, led the AL in total bases three times and led the AL in slugging twice. In 1995 he 
became the first (and remains the only) player in MLB history to hit 50 doubles and 50 home runs in a 
season. 
 
In 1998, he had one of the finest offensive seasons in White Sox history. He hit .328/.399/.655 and set 
franchise records (still standing) in doubles (48), home runs (49), RBI (152), extra-base hits (99) and total 
bases (399). 
 
Belle played in only 1,539 games over 12 MLB seasons, but played at a very high level, earning five All-
Star nods and five Silver Slugger Awards. He had three consecutive top-3 MVP finishes from 1994-96. 
His 139 career wRC+ is tied for 71st in MLB history with Reggie Jackson and Duke Snider among others. 
Belle posted eight 30-HR seasons and nine 100-RBI seasons. 
 
Belle finished with 381 career home runs (which was 43rd in MLB history at the time of his retirement) 
and 1,239 RBI with an impressive .295/.369/.564 slashline as a hip condition forced him to retire at age 
34 in 2000. 

 
Bryce Harper and Manny Machado to the White Sox? A few key ingredients seem to missing from 
that rumor 



By Vinnie Duber / NBC Sports Chicago / November 5, 2018 
 
CARLSBAD, Calif. — Manny Machado and Bryce Harper. To the White Sox. Both of them. 
 
That was the buzz of the day Monday, as baseball’s general managers started to gather in Carlsbad, 
California, for their annual meetings: that there was a desire to bring both of the game’s biggest free-
agent superstars to the South Side. That’s one way to kick the rebuild into overdrive. 
 
While Rick Hahn has spent the last couple years telling reporters that the White Sox are making a habit of 
breaking preconceived notions — they launched into a full-scale rebuild, they made a blockbuster deal 
with the Crosstown-rival Cubs and even before this whole process started they spent huge on the 
international signing of Jose Abreu — this would be one heck of a hard turn, one heck of an alteration to 
carefully laid rebuilding plans. 
 
 
Jon Morosi 

✔ 

@jonmorosi 
 #WhiteSox interested in *both* Manny Machado and Bryce Harper, source confirms, although it’s too 
early to know how realistic it is for them to sign either. #WhiteSox have second lowest current 2019 
payroll commitment of any @MLB team. Story: https://www.mlb.com/news/manny-machado-bryce-
harper-markets-take-shape/c-300231462 … @MLBNetwork 
 
Manny Machado, Bryce Harper markets take shape 
CARLSBAD, Calif. -- After months (if not years) of speculation, the baseball industry this week will begin 
answering a momentous two-part question. Which teams will seriously pursue free agents Bryce... 
 
The reasoning Jon Morosi (the national writer who set White Sox Twitter ablaze to start the week) gave in 
his MLB.com writeup about which teams might be interested in the services of Machado and Harper was 
this: 
 
“After the (Philadelphia) Phillies, the White Sox are perhaps the best candidate to pursue both Machado 
and Harper — although there's no guarantee they will land either. At present, the White Sox have the 
second-lowest payroll commitment of any MLB team for 2019. With Jose Abreu entering his final season 
before free agency, the White Sox need a new face of the franchise.” 
 
Seriously? The White Sox have a low payroll and “need a new face of the franchise”? That’s enough to 
make them a top candidate to hand out what are expected to be one or two of the biggest contracts in 
baseball history? That doesn’t seem like anywhere close to enough, not to mention that it’s leaving out 
some pretty huge points. 
 
First, these players have to want to come to the White Sox. Machado has been discussed as wanting to 
head to the Bronx and play for the New York Yankees. Harper is the game’s biggest name and it figures 
he will go play for one of its highest-profile franchises. The White Sox, unlike the Yankees, the Cubs, the 
Dodgers and even the rebuilt Phillies, can pitch the capability of winning a championship right now. In 
most of those cases, these players can slide into rosters so stacked they look like dynasties in the 
making. The White Sox, with their wealth of highly touted prospects, could have that someday, but that 
someday isn’t today. Those four teams, and others, can point to being one of the best teams in the game. 
The White Sox can only point to plans to be one of those elite groups. 
 
And that’s before mentioning the money. The White Sox do have a low payroll and could very well be 
committed to spending huge sums on the player or players that will push their rebuild over the top. But 
does that mean they can or will offer the kinds of contracts that will pry Machado and Harper’s eyes away 
from some of baseball’s biggest spenders? Can they outbid the Yankees? Outbid the Cubs? The 
Dodgers? The Phillies? 
 



Those are two big ingredients to landing just one of the game’s best players, never mind both, and they 
were left out of Morosi’s recipe for breaking the bank on the South Side. 
 
On top of all this is the fact that splurging on a pair of free agents this winter, the winter in direct aftermath 
of a 100-loss campaign, would be one heck of a hard turn in this rebuilding process. Hahn’s rebuilding 
plans have seemed so carefully laid, and the topic of every conversation is patience. That became a 
difficult quality to display during the 2018 season, and there are plenty of White Sox fans on social media 
who appear ready to jump off the rebuilding train in the wake of Yoan Moncada’s 217-strikeout season 
and Michael Kopech’s Tommy John surgery. But with Kopech, Dylan Cease, Luis Robert, Dane Dunning, 
Nick Madrigal and more, the future remains incredibly bright — if folks will just wait long enough to get to 
it. 
 
Obviously signing one or two of baseball’s best would improve this roster, and with the k inds of contracts 
Machado and Harper are expected to get, it would have to improve it in the long term, the period of time 
in which Hahn has consistently been focused on for the last two years. Simply spending money doesn’t 
necessarily blow up those rebuilding plans because all those prospects would still get their chance to 
develop into the White Sox of the future. But signing Machado and/or Harper would blow up the 
contention timeline once again because when you sign a guy like that — let alone the head-spinning 
suggestion of signing two of them — you’re saying you’re ready to win now. Otherwise why would either 
guy sign at all? Machado has already had the opportunity to be the best player on a bad team, and 
Harper’s never really gotten a taste of championship-level baseball, as his Washington Nationals never 
even reached the NLCS. Shouldn't both want to start chasing rings now? Especially after Machado got so 
close this October with the Dodgers. 
 
Add Machado and Harper to this current White Sox roster and does it make a championship contender? 
Does it even make a playoff team? This team needs starting pitching after the rotation walked more guys 
than any other in 2018. It needs bullpen help after ranking 23rd out of 30 major league teams in bullpen 
ERA. Machado and Harper can’t help with either of those things, and how much flexibility could Hahn’s 
front office possibly have to improve the pitching staff if it hands out $500 million to those two guys? 
 
A serious look at the White Sox and their chances to land two of the game’s greats might not be as fun, 
not as video game-y as the wild speculation. But it ends up yielding the most realistic possibilities. 

 
Cubs, White Sox well-represented on new ballot for Hall of Fame consideration 
By Madeline Kenney / Sun-Times / November 5, 2018 
 
The Cubs and White Sox are well-represented on the laest ballot for National Baseball Hall of Fame 
consideration. 
 
Harold Baines, Lou Piniella, Albert Belle, Lee Smith and Joe Carter are among the 10 candidates who will 
be considered by the Today’s Game Era Committee to be elected to the Hall of Fame Class of 2019, the 
National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum announced Monday. The other six contenders are Will 
Clark, Orel Hershiser, Davey Johnson, Charlie Manuel and George Steinbrenner. 
 
Baines, whom the White Sox drafted first overall in the 1977 MLB Amateur June Draft, served three stints 
on the South Side, starting and ending his career in a White Sox uniform. 
 
The six-time All-Star is one of only 33 players to drive in at least 1,628 runs throughout their careers. 
 
Although Piniella helped the Yankees win the World Series in 1977, the former Cubs skipper is one of the 
three candidates up for election as a manager. During his 23-season managerial career, Piniella won 
1,835 games — good for 16th on the all-time list. He last served as the manager of the Cubs and was 
replaced 51 games into the 2010 season with Mike Quade. 
 
While Belle’s career abruptly ended in 2000 due to a hip injury, what he accomplished over 12 seasons 
shouldn’t be overlooked. The five-time All-Star and five-time Silver Slugger award winner was the first 



player ever to post 50 doubles and 50 home runs in one season (1995). Belle also played two seasons 
with the White Sox, hitting .301 with 79 home runs and 268 RBIs in 324 games. 
 
The Cubs drafted Smith second overall in 1975. Smith, a seven-time All-Star, played the first eight of his 
18 major-league seasons on the North Side. During that time, he went 40-51 with a 2.92 ERA. 
 
Carter was drafted second overall of the 1981 MLB Amateur June Draft by the Cubs. He made his major-
league debut two years later in 1983. 
 
Carter’s success didn’t come until after his rookie season with the Cubs in which he hit .176 with only one 
RBI in 23 games. After his lone season on the North Side, Carter went on to become a five-time All Star 
and two-time Silver Slugger award winner. In 10 of his 15 seasons he played for the Indians, Padres, 
Blue Jays, Orioles and Giants, Carter drove in at least 100 runs. 
 
The committee will review and vote on the candidates at the Winter Meetings in Las Vegas on Dec. 9. 
Each candidate whose ballot receives at least 75 percent of the votes casted will automatically earn an 
election to the Hall of Fame and will be inducted in Cooperstown on July 21. 

 
Rosenthal: Agents of change rule the day; Harper to Yanks unlikely; a big White Sox splash?; 
Kimbrel’s case 
By Ken Rosenthal / The Athletic / November 6, 2018 
 
The baseball off-season already is rocking, but not from trades and free-agent signings. The biggest 
current movement involves players changing agents, agents joining new agencies and other agents 
recruiting other players for new representation. Business as usual in other words, except with a couple of 
twists. 
 
The latest chapter in the ongoing breakup of the Legacy Agency resulted in two Legacy agents, Brian 
Peters and Kenny Felder, joining Excel Sports Management, as first reported by FanCred’s Jon Heyman. 
Excel now will represent one of Peters’ free agents, outfielder A.J. Pollock, and one of Felder’s, outfielder 
Michael Brantley. 
 
An even more prominent Legacy client, Houston Astros shortstop Carlos Correa, also is talking to other 
agencies, according to sources. Correa is not a free agent until after the 2021 season, but he becomes 
eligible for arbitration for the first time this off-season. 
 
The other change in the landscape is the New York Mets’ hiring of CAA’s Brodie Van Wagenen as 
general manager, a move that prompted one of his former clients, free-agent second baseman Jed 
Lowrie, to also join Excel, according to sources. 
 
Lowrie’s decision likely will slow down any push by the Oakland Athletics to re-sign him, and rival agents 
also are interested in talking to former Van Wagenen clients such as Mets pitcher Jacob deGrom, 
sources say. 
 
DeGrom and others might simply opt to stay at CAA, whose baseball division also includes agents Jeff 
Berry, Joe Urbon and Nez Balelo. But Scott Boras, the game’s most prominent agent, recently told the 
New York Post that players should not even be faced with such a choice. 
 
“The Boras Corporation stands for a total commitment to players, and while I have been offered many 
opportunities with teams, I would never violate the trust that I have with any player and that is very 
important to what I do,” Boras said. 
 
“I am an attorney and I want (players) to tell me everything and a lot of these things are confidential, they 
are personal, and if I went to work for a different employer, I would have to divulge all that information 
because I have to do my job for that other employer I made a commitment to.” 
 



Some in the industry interpreted Boras’ comments as a recruiting message to players who might be 
considering a switch. CAA’s other agents, who had nothing to do with Van Wagenen’s decision, can 
argue they are just as committed as Boras to serving their players. One or more of Van Wagenen’s 
former Mets clients, however, might want a clean break, an advocate with no previous ties to their former 
agent and new boss. 
 
Van Wagenen joined the Mets more than a week ago, and to this point little has changed in CAA’s client 
list. Lowrie is the only known defection, and he had a previous relationship with Excel’s Casey Close, who 
represented him when he was partners with Van Wagenen at CAA. 
 
Legacy’s issues — believed to stem in part from their signing of Cuban star Hector Olivera, which is part 
of an investigation by the FBI and Department of Justice, according to Yahoo Sports — are a separate 
matter, having already produced major changes in the industry. 
 
Two Legacy agents, Stephen Veltman and Ed Cerulo, formed their own agency, taking clients such as 
the Boston Red Sox’s Mookie Betts and San Francisco Giants’ Madison Bumgarner with them. Another, 
Brodie Scoffield, made the same choice, and clients such as Astros third baseman Alex Bregman and 
Atlanta Braves right-hander Kevin Gausman followed him. 
 
Peters and Felder are the latest to depart, bringing Pollock and Brantley to Excel. Remember the old 
phrase, you can’t tell the players without a scorecard? Can’t tell who their agents are, either. 
 
Harper to Yankees? Not likely 
 
The Yankees never can be ruled out on any potential acquisition, but barring a dramatic change — say, a 
trade of Giancarlo Stanton — Bryce Harper would appear to be a difficult fit. 
 
The re-signing of Brett Gardner leaves the Yankees with six outfielders — Gardner, Stanton, Aaron 
Judge, Aaron Hicks, Clint Frazier and Jacoby Ellsbury. And while virtually all of them have health 
questions, the Yankees surely could find better things to do with the $300 million-plus Harper is expected 
to command — unless the team somehow could acquire Harper at a depressed price, the way it did when 
it traded for Stanton a year ago. 
 
Harper at first base? The thought is intriguing, given the failure of Greg Bird to establish himself as a 
regular and question of whether Luke Voit could be productive over a full season. Harper originally was a 
catcher, and scouts say he has decent hands and feet. Playing first also would result in less wear and 
tear on him physically, perhaps enabling him to be even better offensively. 
 
Imagine, though, if the Yankees signed Harper to a monster deal and his transition to first somehow did 
not go well. The Yankees traded for Alex Rodriguez in February 2004 fully confident he could make the 
relatively easy switch from shortstop to third base. They could not have the same confidence that Harper 
would adapt smoothly to first. 
 
Manny Machado remains the more likely Yankees target if the team decides to splurge on one of the two 
major position-player free agents. The team could play Machado at short while Didi Gregorius recovers 
from Tommy John surgery, keep him at that position if Gregorius departs as a free agent after next 
season or play him at third while either trading Miguel Andújar or moving him to first. 
 
Planets aligning for White Sox splash? 
 
White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf rarely is a major player in free agency — the team’s biggest signing was 
first baseman Jose Abreu, who agreed to a six-year, $68 million deal in October 2013. But if ever there 
was a time for the White Sox to spend, it’s this winter. 
 



For one thing, the White Sox are coming off their sixth straight losing season, and second straight with 95 
or more defeats. They have minimal contractual commitments in 2019 and beyond. And they are due to 
sign a new local TV contract, the kind that often prompts clubs to spend more freely. 
 
The partnership between the White Sox, Cubs, Chicago Bulls and Chicago Blackhawks with NBC Sports 
Chicago includes only one more guaranteed year, sources told The Athletic. The White Sox then expect 
to enter into a joint venture with the Bulls and Blackhawks, be it with NBC Sports Chicago, a different 
media distribution partner or perhaps even a private equity firm. 
 
The changing media landscape is full of uncertainty, but the White Sox ultimately should land in a 
stronger position. The same is true of the Cubs, but as Rob Huff recently pointed out in The Athletic, the 
Cubs’ luxury-tax calculation for ‘19 presently stands at $228 million, including estimates for arbitration, 40-
man roster spots and player benefits. 
 
Around the horn 
 
*Free-agent closer Craig Kimbrel had several rocky outings in the postseason, producing a 5.91 ERA and 
.842 opponents’ OPS in 10 2/3 innings. His strikeout rate in the regular season was down from 2017 and 
his walk rate was up. But for teams willing to consider the breadth of his career — and the historic nature 
of his accomplishments — Kimbrel presents a powerful free-agent case. 
 
Among pitchers with a minimum of 500 innings, Kimbrel ranks first all-time in ERA-plus, opponents’ OPS 
and strikeout rate, and also places highly in a number of other categories. And while he was less 
dominant last season than in his brilliant ‘17 campaign, it’s important to consider the context of his 
performance. 
 
Kimbrel, 30, missed approximately three weeks in spring training after his daughter, Lydia Joy, underwent 
a second surgery for a heart condition. Yet he still made his seventh All-Star team, and his velocity 
returned to its normal 97-98 mph level in the latter part of the season 
 
*Add the Padres to the list of rebuilding clubs that are itching to be more competitive in 2019. The Pads 
need a third baseman and starting pitching, and trading left fielder Wil Myers — who is owed $64 million 
through 2022, including a $1 million buyout — is one possibility, sources say. 
 
Myers, who turns 28 on Dec. 10, appeared in only 83 games last season due to three separate injuries — 
right arm nerve irritation, a strained left oblique and a left foot contusion and bone bruise. The Padres 
have grown increasingly enamored with Franmil Reyes in left and are comfortable with Hunter Renfroe in 
right, potentially leaving Myers without a position. 
 
Keep this in mind as well — Myers is due $5.5 million of his signing bonus by the middle of this month, 
and another $8.5 million of it next November. 
 
*Dodgers GM Farhan Zaidi will have numerous factors to consider if the Giants offer to make him their top 
executive, as Joel Sherman of the New York Post reported. 
 
One major concern: The Giants, with few moveable assets, will not be an easy fix. As one rival exec put 
it, “There is not a lot of juice to squeeze from that fruit.” 
 
*Yankees GM Brian Cashman told reporters on Monday that he wants to keep free-agent lefty CC 
Sabathia, but at least two rival clubs will be interested if Sabathia is willing to leave New York. 
 
Athletics manager Bob Melvin recently expressed his personal opinion on MLB Network he would like to 
see Sabathia return to his native Bay Area with the A’s. The Astros, facing the potential losses of free-
agent starters Dallas Keuchel and Charlie Morton, are another team that likes Sabathia, sources say. 

 
 



‘Thanks for being a role model for my kids’: James Shields savors David Price’s playoff success 
By James Fegan/ The Athletic / November 6, 2018 
 
After something close to eight straight months of baseball beginning in spring training, players on non-
playoff teams are often content to unplug for a while and spend time getting re-acquainted with family 
rather than watching seven-hour playoff games. 
 
James Shields turns 37 next month, just got his 2019 contract option declined by the White Sox last week 
and has spent most of the last month serving as “an Uber driver” for his two daughters. 
 
He had too much of a rooting interest not to tune in for the World Series, though. 
 
“My best friend should have got the MVP,” Shields said with a laugh. “But it’s all good.” 
 
From David Price’s MLB debut as a stalwart rookie during Tampa’s 2008 run to the World Series, and 
over the next four seasons they spent as Rays teammates, Shields and Price were regular throwing 
partners. Since Shields was traded to Kansas City before the 2013 season, they’ve remained very close 
friends, a relationship Price can turn to at the end of a long, taxing season when old postseason demons 
were creeping up again during the ALDS. 
 
“We were talking throughout the playoffs and in the World Series, texting each other back and forth and 
sending each other little videos, and man, I can’t even tell you how happy an am for him, just because of 
the fact that I know how hard he works,” Shields said by phone. “We’d talk just like if he was my 
teammate. I was rooting for him in playoffs. I don’t really do much during the season, especially if we’re 
playing against him. But at the end of the day he’s one of my best buds in baseball and I was seeing that 
he was struggling. He knows that he can come to me whenever and ask for my advice and he trusts it.” 
 
Shields has been through many of the same struggles as Price. He’s been pilloried for not meeting 
expectations after signing a big contract — from the team owner in San Diego, no less — and for 
struggling in the 2014 playoffs for the Royals team he led throughout the season, and a host of other 
setbacks he’s found his way back from over the years. When The Athletic’s Chad Jennings interviewed 
Price in August, he referred to Shields bouncing back from a disappointing 2010 campaign by finishing 
third in Cy Young voting the next year as “one of the most impressive seasons I’ve seen as a teammate.” 
 
So, they relate to each other. That includes a motto of “If you don’t like it, pitch better,” that they’ve shared 
since their Tampa days. They circle back to it whenever they’re feeling irked about public criticism, or 
think that their manager is pulling them too early. It got mentioned a few times during the 2018 playoffs, 
and even Price himself dropped the line on the podium when discussing what his mindset was after his 
Game 2 loss against the Yankees. 
 
 
James Shields has been watching and encouraging his friend David Price every step of the way. (Paul 
Rutherford/USA TODAY Sports) 
Price did pitch better, recording a 1.37 ERA in 19 2/3 innings across his last three starts with a relief 
appearance wedged in the middle to cap off a dominant Red Sox run. And in that absurd show of 
endurance, he forever freed of himself of questions about his ability to perform against elite lineups on the 
biggest stage. 
 
“It’s even sweeter the fact that he stayed true to himself through that whole process and worked his butt 
off to get to where he was,” Shields said. “People don’t understand what he really did in the playoffs. 
What he did there’s not many pitchers that can do, to go on short rest for three straight starts and pitch 
out of the bullpen and warm up out of the bullpen as much as he did. What he did was incredible and 
there’s not many guys in the big league that can do what he did.” 
 
As someone with one disabled list trip in his entire 13-year career and 10 200-inning seasons under his 
belt, Shields is a bit of a holdover from another era. He came up when starters were expected to shoulder 



a larger load, even if meant pitching through discomfort. With bullpenning continuing to gain popularity, 
Shields was thrilled to see a team lean on their starters the way Boston did, but even he saw his best 
friend working as a “rover” between start days and wondered how easily it could be repeated. 
 
“There are special guys,” Shields said. “I’m not going to say everyone can do that because not everyone 
can do what he did. What he did was almost unheard of as far as the amount of time and the amount of 
baseballs that he threw, with the kind of adrenaline that he had. To see him be able to warm up the night 
before, not knowing if he’s going to pitch, for one — which people don’t know how important it is to have 
that mental preparation to be able to start — and then come back and find out that you’re pitching the 
next night, or the next day and go out and throw seven scoreless (Note: one run, close enough) innings is 
one of the most impressive things I’ve ever seen in baseball since I’ve been around.” 
 
Whereas Nathan Eovaldi dominated in relief with overwhelming top shelf velocity, Price’s success in large 
part came from emphasizing his changeup, a feel pitch that he had the trust for down the stretch. When 
asked on the podium how he developed it, Price gave another nod to his friend, and began his response 
by simply saying “James Shields,” before recalling how the pitch was borne from their daily throwing 
sessions at the beginning of his career. Shields had watched all of Price’s starts in the playoffs, but he 
hadn’t heard that. 
 
“That’s awesome, great,” Shields said with a pause, playing with the idea of leaving it at that and 
accepting the credit at face value. 
 
“Look, I helped him develop his changeup. That’s his changeup. It’s not my changeup,” he said. “I was his 
throwing partner every single day and we would literally work on it every day with him because I knew he 
needed a changeup in order to be as successful as he is. Because he came into the big leagues with a 
fastball and a power slider. We worked on it constantly every day. We made it his own. Obviously I 
showed him a few things that I do. But at the end of the day he made it his own and we worked on it and 
I’m glad that he’s giving me some credit on that. He’s my boy.” 
 
But the pair are close enough that there’s no debt Price needs to repay. Shields celebrated his friend’s 
triumph as if it were his own, and in the end, he was the one thanking Price. 
 
“I was so proud of him,” Shields said. “I had texted him and I told him, ‘Thanks for being a role model for 
my kids’ just because of the adversity that he had to deal with, to fight through to get to what he was, 
which was pretty special 
 


